Time Ran Out, but WF Will Be Back

It was the last day of the 1999 New Mexico legislative session. Sen. Ben Altamirano had the Wild Friends memorial in hand, ready to introduce in the full Senate, but the time ran out and no memorials were voted on. The difficult, slow-moving budget bill (all the money that pays for state programs) had created a major legislative traffic jam. If it hadn’t been for the backup of bills, the Wild Friends memorial probably would have made it.

Wild Friends student representatives traveled to the Round House for the session. Belen, Foothills, and Rio Grande high schools; Alameda Junior High; Garfield, Jefferson, Moriarty, and Polk middle schools; and the Wild Friends Dancers from several schools worked hard meeting representatives and senators on behalf of HJM 34. Other groups who were unable to make the long journey to Santa Fe faxed, wrote and phoned their legislators in support of the joint memorial. Because of their efforts, the full House of Representatives and two major committees in the Senate considered the issue of cruelty to wildlife. Every handshake with an elected official or staff member, every student opinion voiced in a committee hearing, every time a student stopped someone in the hallway, was important. Every meeting at the New Mexico Supreme Court and the New Mexico Game and Fish Department was helpful in raising awareness that students care about the wild animals in our state. Part of the purpose of a memorial is to raise awareness, and Wild Friends really excelled in raising awareness.

Student testimony in committees is always critical. This year in the House Judiciary Committee, Anna Folks, Annie Krahf, and Isabel Shanahan from Alameda; Travis Green, Lacy Michelsohn, and Chantel Oliver from Jefferson; and Siobahn Asgharzadeh and Bridget Lynch from Belen testified on behalf of the state’s wildlife. Over in the Senate Conservation Committee, Valerie Garcia and Nicole Masters of Moriarty impressed committee members with their tenacity (they stayed till 7:30 p.m. until the bill was heard). Siobahn sat with Speaker Sanchez to introduce the bill, while Valerie and Nicole sat with Sen. Dede Feldman on the Senate side.

Standing Ovations for Wild Friends

On the day the New Mexico House of Representatives voted 61-0 to pass our Wild Friends memorial HJM 34, students from Moriarty Middle School seated in the House gallery were delighted to receive a standing ovation from the legislators on the House floor. Wearing their bright turquoise t-shirts, they represented all Wild Friends around the state who worked so hard to get the memorial passed. A record 11 school delegations went on field trips to shake hands and talk with with legislators and

Ovation—continued on page 3
Foothills Students Meet Lawmakers

takes years to accomplish. Tom Rutherford talked about his youth, how he started out as a page at the age of 13 and went on to be elected the youngest senator at age 25. He talked frankly about getting in trouble and being kicked out of school, and about how every time he was in trouble alcohol was involved. He said if you think you have a problem with drinking or drugs you probably do. “Always strive to do the right thing,” Sen. Aragon advised them to pay attention and get involved because if they didn’t, someone else would.

Sen. Rick Miera, who has dedicated many years working with juvenile offenders, shook hands all around when passing through the House gallery. “I’m glad you could come,” he told each of them. They also caught up with House Speaker Raymond Sanchez in the halls where they spoke with them at length. “He was a cool guy,” said one of the students.

All had a chance to shine as they rehearsed a committee hearing on the memorial in the empty Education Committee room under the able tutelage of John Ness, a former public school administrator. Foothills High students played the legislators, asking many good questions of Wild Friends from Alameda JHS who testified. The students had to leave before the actual hearing that night, but they would have made excellent Wild Friend representatives of the memorial. We look forward to YDDC students participating in years to come.

Celebrating Rivers Day

On Feb. 22, the WF participated in celebrating New Mexico’s many rivers. Students from Rio Grande HS and Polk MS were in charge of the Wild Friends booth in the rotunda. Beautiful whooping crane banners from Alameda and Polk hung from the second story railing and graced the rotunda where many dedicated river groups displayed their information. The Wild Friends dancers performed twice for a “wildly” enthusiastic audience. Our sponsor Speaker Raymond Sanchez delivered a passionate speech about the importance of our rivers to New Mexico. He spotted Wild Friends in the crowd and mentioned that we were one of the groups helping to raise awareness.

Supreme Court Justices Wow Students

“I t was awesome,” said one high school student. “It was the opportunity of a lifetime,” said teacher Sheila Feehey. These two New Mexicans were referring to the reception they received from the justices at the state’s Supreme Court. Chief Justice Pamela Minzner and Justice Patricio Serna each took time from their busy schedules to mentor students who were in Santa Fe on Wild Friends business. Chief Justice Minzner talked with young women from Belen HS about how judges are selected and how the judicial system works. She continued with stories about ground-breaking women of New Mexico, and how these young women, too, can expect to play a role in the state’s future. Justice Serna met with a large group of Jefferson students. He urged the students to always follow their dreams. He told the story of his own family of eight brothers and sisters, his mother dying when they were very young, leaving his father to raise the large family. Justice Serna, who will be the next chief justice, said he always wanted to be a supreme court judge.

In addition to all the nooks and crannies of the Supreme Court building, the justices showed the students the Hall of Justices. The students noticed that the portraits there were all of men. Justice Minzner’s will be the first portrait of a woman. (Justice Minzner asked the students for suggestions as to what style of portrait she should have.)

Thank You, Lois Taylor and Speaker Sanchez!

Lois Taylor is the legislative analyst from Speaker Sanchez’s staff who worked on the Wild Friends memorial from its first draft to the very last minute in the Senate. She and the Speaker really believed in what the students were trying to do, and it showed! Lois met with students and helped them prepare their testimony. She fed them sodas and fruit. She took care of them, even walking them to the parking lot at night. The Speaker always made time to meet with visiting Wild Friends in spite of a particularly hectic session. Thanks, Speaker Sanchez, Lois Taylor, and everyone on the Speaker’s staff!
Students, Wild Friends spread their wings with petitions to protect cranes

By RICHARD BENKE
The Associated Press

ALBUQUERQUE — There's nothing like telling kids they can't make them show they can.

Last year, a children's group called Wild Friends asked what it could do to help get a migratory flock of rare whooping cranes established along the Rocky Mountain-Rio Grande flyway.

Biologists on the U.S.-Canadian whooping crane recovery team say the Western flyway linking New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, Utah, Idaho and Wyoming is unlikely to get more than a few experimental whoopers, including two that followed a researcher in an ultralight plane in 1997.

Refusing to take no for an answer, Wild Friends students are circulating petitions in hopes of winning a reversal — and spreading their wings to branch out into other states via the Internet.

Some students took petitions with them on spring vacation this year to gather signatures at their holiday destinations. The petitions also were circulated at the annual Festival of the Cranes at Monte Vista National Wildlife Refuge near Alamosa, Colo., where the ultralight-trained whoopers have made migratory stopovers.

"There's nothing like a small group of determined people to change the world," said Greg Tarry of the Calgary Zoo, a Canadian member of the whooping crane recovery team.

Tarry and several other recovery team members reached by The Associated Press said the Western flyway is low-priority. Among concerns: power lines, a prime cause of crane deaths. But power lines are everywhere, not just in the West.

Kent Clegg, the Idaho biologist-pilot who led the whoopers to New Mexico in 1997, disputes the negatives. Clegg sees no reason why the Western flyway can't be as viable as any. He suggests: Why not try several flyways and see which ones do best?

Please see CRANES, Page B-4

Members of the New Mexico children's group Wild Friends perform a dance titled The Journey of the Whooping Crane. In February in Santa Fe, Wild Friends members at 15 schools are circulating petitions to try to have a migratory whooping-crane flock established along the flyway that crosses New Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming and Idaho.
CRANES
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"In reality, if they were to spread things out and research it — everybody using different techniques — then you would learn a lot more, and the conservation of the whooping crane would go a lot faster and a lot further," Clegg said by phone from his home in Grace, Idaho.

The recovery team wants a new migratory whooping crane flock flying between Florida or Louisiana and Canada or Wisconsin.

"I support their research back there," Clegg says, "but I don't think it ought to be at the expense of all other regions."

Clegg's view resonates with eighth-grade Wild Friends at Santa Fe's Alameda Junior High School.

Annie Kral, 14, said she gathered 25 signatures.

"It's to support the (Clegg) research because a lot of people are against it, and they don't want it to happen," she said. "I think (the research) should remain open. If it's shut, a lot of people might never have the experience of seeing a whooping crane."

Kral has been to the Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge south of Albuquerque and has seen Clegg's ultralight-trained whoopers. The ultralight was an experimental way of teaching the birds to migrate. Since October 1997, when Clegg flew in from Idaho with the birds flying alongside, the two surviving whoopers have migrated north and south without planes.

The experiment sought to help plan a new migratory flock in the East as a hedge against disaster devastating the only migratory whooper flock, which summers in Canada and winters on the Texas gulf coast.

About 370 whooping cranes exist — roughly half in nonmigratory or captive populations. In the 1940s there were only 22 whoopers.

The cranes have captured young Wild Friend imaginations. Adult whoopers are 5 feet tall, about the size of a junior high-schooler.

"They say, 'The bird's as big as me — wow!"' said Camy Condon, Wild Friends outreach coordinator. "Suddenly the image of the whooping crane as a natural critter that survives and flies and is as big as a person — it has an impact of making the kids feel a sense of awe over such an animal."

In March, the Wild Friends message went out on the Internet to the Breadloaf World Teachers Network, affiliated with Vermont-based Middlebury College, said Michelle Wyman-Warren, a Breadloaf teacher in Mountaintop.

"So far we've had at least 40 teachers read the notice," Warren said the day after it was posted.

Last year, Wild Friends youngsters wrote and staged a play about the migration of Clegg's whoopers and sponsored a memorial adopted by the state Legislature, putting the state on record favoring a whooping crane flock.

This year, besides the petition drive, the elementary, middle and high school students choreographed and staged The Journey of the Whooping Crane during the 1999 Legislature in the rotunda of the state Capitol. The petitions haven't been turned in, so there's no tally of signatures yet.

Wild Friends, founded in 1991 with a grant from the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, is in 15 New Mexico schools. Wild Friends director Carolyn Byers said the group now has a new grant — from the St. Louis-based Deer Creek Foundation — for out-of-state expansion.

Calgary's Tarry is impressed.

"Regardless of the outcome," he says, "I think it's just so exciting to see children as committed to a cause — and a cause I think is so excellent."
A petition for more whooping crane research in our state and in the Rocky Mountains is ready for you. Three Wild Friends, Adrian Madrid, Michael Maldonado and Shannon Lael Early, along with mentor Jack Pickering, helped write it. A copy of this petition is included in this newsletter. Our goal is to collect thousands of signatures to send to the US Fish and Wildlife Service. The petition will help Kent Clegg convince officials that many people support his research to help these birds. Kent Clegg is our hero who flew the ultralight and taught the whooping cranes how to migrate.

There will be an Earth Day celebration in Santa Fe on the Plaza from 1:00 - 6:00 PM. One of the 50 booths at the fair will be a Wild Friends petition booth. In the lineup of entertainment is our Wild Friends dancers performing the dance, “Journey of the Whooping Cranes.” Alameda IHS Wild Friends have volunteered to “hawk” the petition at our booth.

NM Game & Fish Wants to Know!

Many Wild Friends met Director Jerry Marrachini on their field trips to Santa Fe and their visits to the New Mexico Game & Fish Department. Mr. Marrachini has some questions for New Mexico citizens. These questions could help Wild Friends select an issue for next year’s legislature. He asks:

- Should there be more, or fewer, elk, deer, grouse, hawks or owls on state land?
- How do we prevent private property owners, especially those who make their living from the land, from being economically hurt by wildlife on their property?
- Should we acquire more land to be set aside for wildlife?
- Should there be stiffer fines for wildlife violations? (A Wild Friends anti-poaching bill increased some NM fines two years ago.)
- Should the Department of Game & Fish have management authority over all the state’s wildlife?
- Should the Department hire more employees? If yes, what kind of employees and where should the money come from?

Talk about these questions in your groups and we’ll check in with you when we start gearing up for the Year 2000 legislative session.

The Wild News Spring 1999
Worldwide Web Scavenger Hunt

- Find the Wild Friends newsletter that features photos of Wild Friends celebrating our first State Whooping Crane Day (hint: http://ipl.unm.edu/cwl/wf/home.html)

- Find Whooping Crane information on the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service homepage (hint: http://www.fws.gov)

If you are excited about your success in this scavenger hunt, the next step is to tell other people why you care about having whooping cranes in our state. Get at least 10 signatures in your school, sports team, or on your block for our petition.

We welcome new groups of Wild Friends from all over the state. Call 505/277-5089 if you are interested. Or take a look at the Wild Friends home page at http://ipl.unm.edu/cwl/wf/home.html, email cbyers@unm.edu.
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Wild Friends Teachers!
Rolene Barnett, Jefferson Middle School
Gail Borkenhagen, Highland High School
Kathy Dahl-Bredine, Guadalupe Montessori School
Don Doherty and Diane Dykeson, Polk Middle School
Deborah Festa-Doxtator, Zuni Elementary School
Nancy Hazen, Taos Family Resource Center
Denise Jackson & Sheila Feeney, Belen High School
Naomi Julian, Alameda Elementary School
Nick LaRue, Garfield Middle School
Debra Loftin, Bosque Preparatory School
Linda Marple, Alameda Junior High School
Lauren Ortiz, Truman Middle School
Nan Porterfield and Glenda Farrimondo, Foothills HS
Lorin Saint, Director, Wild Friends Dancers
Kelly Weber, Moriarty Middle School
Brenda Williams, Hubert Humphrey ES
Steve Williams, Bernalillo High School
John Wright and Judy Vidal, Rio Grande High School
Michelle Wyman-Warren, Mountainair High School

Special Thanks!
All the Wild Friends Parents and Grandparents
Jack Pickering, Hon. Chair, Wild Friends Mentors

Special Thanks!
Ben Altamirano, Chair, Senate Finance Committee
Manny Aragon, Senate President Pro Tem
Max Coll, Chair, House Appropriations and Finance Committee
Dede Feldman, Member, Senate Conservation Committee
Fernando Macias, Chair, Senate Conservation Committee
Jerry Marrachini, Director, and staff, NM Game & Fish Department
Pam Minzner, Chief Justice, NM Supreme Court
David Pederson, Chair, House Judiciary Committee
Danice Picraux, House Majority Whip
Ray Powell, State Land Commissioner
Tom Rutherford, Bernalillo County Commissioner
Michael Sanchez, Chair, Senate Judiciary Committee
Raymond G. Sanchez, Speaker of the House
Patricio Serna, Justice, NM Supreme Court
Olivia Ximenes, Asst. State Land Commissioner